
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																												
daily	life.	Zevi’s	editor	twice	apologises	for	delays	in	contacting	him,	first	because	his	house	had	been	blown	
up,	and	second	because	the	offices	of	Faber	and	Faber	had	been	badly	damaged	by	a	«flying	bomb».	Cf.	ABZ,	
58,	06.04/05.		
65	B.	Zevi,	Towards	an	organic	architecture…,	cit.,	pp.	11-12;	and	ID.,	Storia	dell’architettura	moderna,	cit.,	pp.	
13-16.			
66	LEON	BATTISTA	ALBERTI,	Momus	o	Del	principe,	edited	by	Giuseppe	Martini,	Bologna,	Zanichelli,	1942.	
67	BRUNO	ZEVI,	Alberti,	Leon	Battista,	in	Enciclopedia	universale	dell’arte,	Venice-Rome-Florence,	Istituto	per	la	
collaborazione	culturale-Sansoni,	1958	–	tr.	Eng.:	Encyclopedia	of	World	Art,	New	York-Toronto-London,	
McGraw	Hill,	vol.	I:	Aalato	-	Asia	Minor,	Western,	1959,	col.	191-211.	
68	See	JULIUS	VON	SCHLOSSER,	De	Kunstliteratur,	ed.	O.	Kurz,	Vienna,	A	Schroll,	1924;	and	ID.	Ein	Kunstlerproblem	
der	Renaissance:	L.	B.	Alberti,	in	«Akademie	der	Wissenschaft	in	Wien,	Sitzungsberichte»,	n°	210,	1929,	p.	2.	
21	
	
During	the	last	century	we	have	witnessed	the	same	equivocation,	perpetrated	countless	
times	and	in	a	much	cruder	way:	that	is,	the	absurd	effort	to	dress	up	a	modern	idea	in	a	
classicistical,	rhetorical	apparatus	instead	of	placing	it	in	a	direct,	frankly	dissonant,	
confrontation	with	history.69	
Zevi	now	marvelled	at	Alberti’s	«costante	incisività	provocatoria»	(constant	provocatory	
incisiveness)	and	speculated	that	contemporary	discussions	regarding	modern	architecture’s	
integration	into	the	historical	city	were	all	derived	from	his	thought.	He	perceived	something	
thoroughly	modern	within	Alberti,	but	still	felt	that	this	modernity	cohabited	alongside	an	
equally	vigorous	tendency	towards	renunciation	and	reaction.	Alberti	thus	emerged	as	a	deeply	
enigmatic	figure:	«never	contemporary»	but	always	«present	and	disconcerting».70	
	
																																								 																				
69	BRUNO	ZEVI,	L.	B.	Alberti:	perennemente	inattuale,	in	Editoriali	di	architettura:	Architetti	e	linguaggio;	Critici	e	
linguistica;	Paesaggi	e	città;	Avanguardia	e	restaurazione;	Design	come	ragione	civile;	Not	quite	architecture,	
Turin,	Einaudi,	1979,	pp.	23-27	(originally	published	as	L’operazione	linguistica	di	Leon	Battista	Alberti,	in	
«L’architettura	–	cronache	e	storia»,	n°	201,	July	1972),	here	p.	27.		
70	BRUNO	ZEVI,	L.	B.	Alberti	nel	V	centenario	della	morte:	Falsario	da	giovane,	sempre	inattuale,	in	Cronache	di	
architettura,	Roma-Bari,	Laterza,	vol.	VIII,	1973,	p.	920	(originally	published	in	«L’Espresso»,	920,	14	May	
1972):		«Per	questo,	pur	non	essendo	mai	attuale,	Alberti	è	sempre	presente	e	sconcerta».			
